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THE ULTIMATE SOLUTION FOR MANAGING YOUR DRONE OPERATIONS

MANAGING YOUR DRONE OPERATIONS

LIVE OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT

MAP VIEW
Rapidly assess your drone operations with telemetry data of
your remote drone operations on a single map.
LIVE OPERATIONS

FLIGHT DATA

Enhance project coordination with real-time information from

Improve operations management and ensure regulatory

remote drone operations.

compliance with easy flight log recording.

LIVE VIEW
Enhance your workflow by connecting on-site pilots and office
teams with a live stream from up to four drones.

FLEETS & PILOTS

MISSION PLANNING

Increase team efficiency and communication by organizing

Manage operational tasks within teams more efficiently with

your teams and records around projects.

easy-to-use mission planning tools.

FLIGHT DATA MANAGEMENT

FLEET AND PILOT MANAGEMENT

FLIGHT LOGS & STATISTICS
Ensure compliance, understand equipment usage, view flight
statistics, and replay missions with detailed flight logs.

TEAM MANAGEMENT

FIRMWARE MANAGEMENT

Improve communication and operational efficiency by

Effectively manage firmware so you can ensure smooth

segmenting your teams based on project, region, client, or any

operation of your fleet, helping you avoid any delays during

other identifier.

critical missions.

FLIGHT MEDIA LIBRARY
Save time and improve workflow efficiency with seamless
video and image data transmission directly from your DJI Pilot
mobile app to FlightHub.

DEVICE MAINTENANCE
Get an overview of your aircraft status so you can keep track of
the performance for each individual drone. You can also check
your device’s battery health, ensuring optimum functioning of
your fleet across operations.

MISSION PLANNING

TWO WAYS TO DEPLOY FLIGHTHUB

WAYPOINT
Effectively plan and store missions on FlightHub with mission

Secure Cloud Access

planning tools that enable you to set waypoint flight paths,

FlightHub stores your flight logs on a stable, US-based AWS

define waypoint actions and more. By integrating DJI Pilot with

server with operational standards pre-assessed to match SOC2

DJI FlightHub, users can upload or retrieve missions from the

standards.

DJI Pilot mobile app, and quickly execute missions on site.

MAPPING
FlightHub automatically generates efficient flight paths
after the user has set their required flight zone and flight

Private Cloud Access

parameters. The aircraft will then follow this route through its

Utilize your existing organizational resources by managing all

mission. The image data captured during these flights can be

your commercial drone operations within your private network.

input into 2D reconstruction software to generate 2D maps,
while the mission itself can be saved for re-use.

EASY INTEGRATION WITH YOUR FLEET OF DJI DRONES

DRONE COMPATIBILITY

DJI PILOT
Fully compatible with FlightHub, DJI Pilot is a robust mobile app
developed specifically for enterprise users to unleash the power
of their DJI drones.

DJI PILOT PE (PRIVATE EDITION)
DJI Pilot PE is a customized version of the DJI Pilot flight control
app, which is exclusively deployed with FlightHub on a private
cloud server.
DJI FlightHub is compatible with the following drone platforms through the DJI Pilot and DJI Pilot PE mobile apps: Matrice 200
Series V2, Matrice 200 Series, Matrice 600 Series, Inspire 2, Mavic Pro, Mavic 2 Enterprise, Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual, Phantom 4,
Phantom 4 Advanced (excluding Phantom 4 Advanced+), Phantom 4 Pro ( excluding Phantom 4 Pro+).

HOW FLIGHTHUB WORKS

FLIGHTHUB PLANS

Drone logs are sent to FlightHub's cloud platform from the DJI Pilot or Pilot PE app on your internet-connected mobile device.

Functions

Basic

Advanced

Enterprise

Government

Maximum Drones

5

10

10+

10+

Team Management

√

√

√

√

Automatic Flight Log Syncing

√

√

√

√

Real-Time Telemetry Info

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

FlightHub WebSDK

√

√

Device Maintenance

√

√

Firmware Management

√

√

Flight Media Library

√

√

Mission Planning

√

√

Private Cloud Access

√

√

Real-time Live View

DJI DRONE

DJI PILOT

DJI FLIGHTHUB

Restricted Zone Management

√

OPTIMIZE YOUR OPERATIONS WITH FLIGHTHUB
FlightHub is available for order through official DJI Dealers and the DJI store. For more information, please visit our website at www.dji.com/flighthub

ABOUT DJI ENTERPRISE
DJI Enterprise is a global team dedicated to developing world class drone solutions for a new generation of work. These solutions help businesses across the
agricultural, infrastructure, public safety sectors and more to empower workers, enhance jobs and digitize operations.

